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Abstract

2.

Electrocardiographic wave forms during the QRS
interval reflect the activation sequence of the heart. This
can be demonstrated in ECGSIM, an interactive software
package aimed to support ECG education and research.
When using this package, the timing of activation may be
changed interactively, either locally or globally. The
resulting QRS changes are displayed instantaneously.
We describe a new feature which permits the user to
interactively change of the spatial distribution of the
propagation velocity. This new feature enhances the
teaching and research capabilities of ECGSIM, e.g. for
simulating the activation under ischemic circumstances
or during ectopic activation, and investigate the
interaction between the Purkinje system and the
myocardial tissue.

1.

ECGSIM is based on a biophysical model that links
the local transmembrane potential (TMP) at the surface
bounding the myocardial tissue to the ECG. It includes
atrial, ventricular and torso geometries, reconstructed
from human magnetic resonance images [3, 4].
The source model used is the equivalent double layer
(EDL). This expresses the entire electrical activity within
the atria or ventricles by means of a double layer source
situated on the closed surface bounding either the atrial or
the ventricular myocardium. For any position on the
surface (node), the time course of the local EDL source
strength is taken to be proportional to the TMP, Vm(t), of
Any of 7 parameters are used
the nearby myocytes
to describe the TMP analytically. All of these, including
the local timing of local depolarization, can be changed
interactively.
The propagation is implemented by means of the FRA.
as described by van Dam et al. [2]. In short: the FRA is
based on an adjacency matrix comprising all connections
between the nodes of the model heart. Given the lengths
of the connections, and by assigning the propagation
velocity along them, the traveling time along each
connection is specified. Subsequently the shortest path
algorithm [7] is used to compute the timing of activation
at all nodes initiated from just one or several foci, in
which the activation initiated from multiple sites is found
from the rule: first come first served.
In release 2.1.0 of ECGSIM the values of the
propagation velocities along each connection were
spatially uniform. This paper demonstrates the results of
the implementation in which their spatial distribution can
be changed interactively, essentially in the same manner
as for the source parameters.
Each node can be marked as focus (see Figure 2). The
activation time of the focus can be adjusted. Two
specialized buttons are available to the user: 1) by using
the ectopic button an activation wave is generated that
originates only from the selected node. 2) The button
"activate transmural" activates a focus on the opposite

Introduction

An important feature of the electrical activation
sequence of the heart is the sites of initial activity (foci).
During normal activity the locations of the foci are the
bundle branches and the terminal points of the Purkinje
system. The subsequent spread of activation is governed
by the propagation velocity within the myocardium,
which is largely a passive tissue property reflecting the
electric cell to cell coupling [1].
In a recent paper [2], we have shown that highly
realistic activation sequences can be generated by
defining a limited numbers of initiation (focus-like) sites
in a numerical model of the propagation within the
myocardium. The propagation was simulated by the
fastest route algorithm (FRA), in which the spatial
distribution of the (anisotropic) propagation velocity was
taken to be uniform. Since then, we have tested an
additional feature that enables the user to interactively
define the propagation velocity locally or globally, and
consequently the effect: the timing of activation. This
new feature will be implemented in ECGSIM (version
2.2.0). ECGSIM can be downloaded, free of charge, from
www.ecgsim.org.
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Figure 1. Th
he main window of ECGSIM in
n FOCUS modee, comprising 4 panes; Upper-lleft: the Heart-ppane, in which eeither the
atrial or venttricular geometrry can be shown
n with the respecctive timing of aactivation. Loweer-left: the TMP
P-pane, the TMP (EDLsource streng
gth) assigned to the node highlig
ghted on the Heaart-pane. Lowerr-right: the ECG
Gs-pane, displayying the standardd 12-lead
ECG simulatted on the basis of a distribution
n of TMPs over the heart surfacce. Upper-rightt: the Thorax-panne: a frontal vieew of the
thorax showiing potential fielld at the time maarked by the yelllow bar in the EC
CG- pane.

a focuss on the oppossite wall. This button enabless the user
to inveestigate the innfluence of acttivation from either an
endo- oor epicardial nnode at the sam
me region.
In aaddition to thee ECGSIM m
mode in which the user
manipuulates the locaal activation ttimes, the new
w version
ECGS IM has two nnew modes: thhe constructionn and the
adaptaation mode.
In the construcction mode ECGSIM a simple
propaggation model is used to coonstruct the aactivation
times from foci set by the user ((see Figure 2)). In this
mode the default (gglobal) intrinsic, cell couplinng-based,
propaggation velocityy can be set foor the left enddocardial,
right endocardial oor epicardial surface, as well as
transm
muraly. Subsequuently, the velocities can be modified
locallyy within a seleccted zone (whitte circles Figurre 3).
In tthe adaption m
mode ECGSIM
M reconstructs foci and
propaggation velocitiies between nnodes that reprroduce a
given aactivation sequuence [2], from
m whatever souurce (e.g.
inversee computationns [8]). The user can than manipulate
the loccal propagation velocity andd observe the resulting
activattion sequence.
Thee apparent proopagation veloocities that ressult from
this m
method are recconstructed byy this methodd do not
necesssarily correspond to the intrinsic tisssue-based
values . For instance,, 2 adjacent noodes might be activated
by the Purkinje systeem at approxim
mately the samee time. In

Figure 2. Flo
oating Foci editt window: The parameters
p
used
d
to add or remove foci or ch
hange the propaagation velocity
y
l
(within the
t zone indicateed by the whitee
globally or locally
circles in thee upper-left pan
nel of Figure 1). The operation
n
mode can be switched betweeen construction//manipulation.
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Figure 3. Thrree examples off activation wavees originating fro
om one or more foci (indicated bby the black dotts) on the right epicardial
free wall. Leeft panel: Singlee ectopic activation, a uniform spread
s
activationn over the myocaardial surface att 0.8 m/s. Middlle panel:
Same as the ectopic activatio
on by now an ex
xtra focus has beeen added. The vvelocity over thee surface was set at 2 m/s in the selected
p
Single fo
ocus as in left paanel, but propagaation velocity inn a zone aroundd the grey circlee reduced
zone (white circles). Right panel:
a
to 0.25 m/s, elsewhere
e
2 m/s. The activation
n wave washes around the reduceed velocity zonee, resulting also in a change of activation
outside the seelected zone (at the right base).

the implemeentation show
wn in this paaper, percentiile
changes in the apparent velo
ocity were intro
oduced.

3.

Consstruction of activation

The construction of an activation waave requires th
he
definition of at least one fo
ocus, and the velocity
v
for eacch
connection within
w
the triang
gulated geomeetry of the hearrt.
Figure 3 show
ws three exam
mples of the basic principles of
the constructtion of activattion waves. The most simp
ple
activation pattern is generaated by a sing
gle focus with a
fixed propag
gation velocity
y (Figure 1 left panel). Th
he
middle panel shows the resu
ult when a focu
us is added. Th
he
area near the second focus is
i given a prop
pagation velociity
of 2 m/s resullting in more raapid spread of activation in th
he
selected zonee. In the last paanel the propag
gation velocity is
drastically reeduced in the selected zone,, resulting in an
a
activation waashing around the
t selected area and changin
ng
also the activ
vation outside the
t selected areea. Note that th
he
latest activateed area is not in
n the center off the zone, whicch
is as expected
d because the activation
a
enterrs the zone fro
om
one side.

4.

Adap
ptation of acctivation

Two exam
mples of the usse of the adap
ptation mode are
a
given in thiss section. In the
t first exam
mple the origin
nal
activation has been modified by just deaactivation of th
he
foci reconstrructed in the left ventricle.. This situatio
on
mimics the leeft bundle bran
nch block situaation (see Figu
ure
4). This only
y changes the activation
a
in th
he left ventriclle,
because the activation
a
is now
n
initiated only
o
by the fo
oci
that were reeconstructed in
n the right veentricle. In th
his
example no velocity
v
values were changed..

F igure 4. Modificcation of an existing activation by removing
fooci in the left chhamber. Left top
p panel: initial sinus rhythm
acctivation sequennce. Right top panel: All focci in the left
chhamber have beeen removed, m
mimicking left bbundle block
paattern. The resullting QRS duratiion increased froom 102 ms to
1330 ms. Bottom panel: resultingg 12 lead ECG,, black initial
siituation, red moddified situation.
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In the second example the activation is adapted such
that a typical Brugada syndrome (BrS) ECG is obtained
[8]. The underlying pathophysiological mechanisms
responsible for BrS ECG patterns are still debated [9].
Here the hypothesis was tested that a locally delayed
activation causes the typical ECG patterns. We selected
an area on the epicardium of the outflow tract (near V2,
see Figure 5). In this area (radius 18 mm) the propagation
velocity was reduced by 80%, resulting in a significant
later activated area on the epicardium. The action
potential duration was maintained, i.e. the local timing of
repolarization was delayed too. The resulting ECG shows
a clear ST shift in lead V2 and a negative T wave.

5.

Discussion

This paper focuses on changing the local activation
parameter in a physiological manner, i.e. manipulation of
the propagation velocity instead of the sole the timing of
depolarization.
Where earlier versions of ECGSIM only allowed the
user to manipulate existing activation patterns, the new
version enables the user to construct activation patterns,
originating from several foci and the manipulation of the
local propagation velocity. In this way the dynamic
properties of the propagating activation wave can be
taken into account, such as the wave washing around an
ischemic zone with reduced propagation velocity.
We hope this new feature will help researchers and
teachers to visualize the complex interplay between the
activation of the heart and the resulting ECG.
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Figure 5. The simulation of Brugada syndrome ECGs based
on the delayed activated hypothesis. In a limited area the
propagation velocity was reduced by 80% (area indicated by
white circles). The remaining part of the heart was kept at
the original, apparent propagation velocity. The action
potential duration was kept constant. In lead V2 the ST shift
and negative T wave are clearly visible (red lines in the
ECG). The reference ECG is indicated in black.
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